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Established in 1984, D&R Racking Ltd has a wealth of
experience in the pallet racking and shelving
industry. Based in Birmingham, this family-run
business prides itself on the high standards of
service it o�ers to customers throughout the
Midlands and UK.

The team install, dismantle, relocate and refurbish
racking and storage systems for warehouse and
o�ce clients and o�er customers an end-to-end
design and project management service.  The
company also buys and sells new and used storage
solutions - from pallet racking and mezzanine floors
to cantilever racking and longspan shelving systems
- and carry out racking safety inspections.

OVERVIEW

THE
PROJECT
D&R Racking was asked to quote for a London-based project to dismantle and remove a large pallet racking system
from a warehouse facility in Enfield over the 2018 Christmas period. Amy McElvenney approached Horizon's
Account Manager, Lizzie Evans, for advice on the best mobile elevating work platforms (MEWPs) for the job.

D&R Racking has an in-house team of SEIRS-
qualified racking installers who are trained and
experienced in operating scissor lifts safely at height
for all sizes of projects, from a single bay of shelving
in an o�ce to high bay racking in industrial
warehouses.

D&R Racking had worked with a broad selection of
powered access providers over the years, but due to
late deliveries, platform breakdowns and below-par
standards of service, D&R was considering buying
their own platforms rather than hiring, until they
experienced the superior service from Horizon.

D&R Racking had worked with a broad
selection of powered access providers
over the years, but due to late deliveries,
platform breakdowns and below-par
standards of service, D&R was
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rather than hiring, until they experienced
the superior service from Horizon.



THE
OBJECTIVE

Dismantle and remove a full pallet racking system comprising 4,000 frames and 20,000 pairs of cross beams.

Ensure the project was completed safety and smoothly within an eight-week timeframe.

THE
SOLUTION
Horizon Platforms recommended the use of two
'straight up' scissor lifts from leading manufacturer
JLG as the most e�cient models to dismantle the
pallet racking. These bi-energy models reach a
working height of 40ft/12.2m, carry loads up to
360kg and feature an extendable platform for
greater reach. Their non-marking tyres make them
a good choice for both indoor and outdoor tasks.

Lizzie at Horizon Platforms was the key point of
contact for the project and worked directly with
Amy to ensure the recommended platforms met
budget, timescale and safety requirements. She
arranged the following:

Delivery of two JLG 4069 scissor lifts to the
warehouse facility in Enfield. Lizzie ensured the
racking installers were kept abreast of precise
delivery times.

An experienced Driver Demonstrator ensured
D&R's racking installers were familiarised with
the key features of each machine and
demonstrated how to operate them safely.

Prompt collection of the machines.



THE
OUTCOME

The robust nature of the platforms, extended
battery life and reliability enabled two SEIRS-
qualified installers to work side-by-side on
separate platforms, e�ciently and safely, to
dismantle the warehouse storage system. As
the platforms are easy to manoeuvre in tight
spaces and capable of being driven at full height,
the project was completed ahead of schedule.

The relationship between Horizon Platforms
and D&R Racking has been strengthened.

Horizon Platforms is now the sole supplier of
MEWPs to D&R Racking.

Amy McElvenney from D&R Racking explained:
“Horizon Platforms is now our only work at
height platform suppliers, and for good reason.

              The team provides a rapid and

reliable response to our longterm hire

needs; that's all important as we know

we can hire in confidence. They are also

excellent at responding to any last-

minute hire needs. For example, a client

rang up late in the afternoon and

needed us to install some high-level

shelving the next day. Thanks to the

quick response from Horizon, our SEIRS

installers were on site and at work first

thing the next morning. I wouldn't

hesitate to recommend them.

AND FINALLY…
WHAT GOES
AROUND,
COMES
AROUND
The dismantled pallet racking from the Enfield
site was transported on 30 articulated lorries to
D&R's storage facility in Birmingham where is
was put up for sale. Gloucestershire-based C M
Downton Ltd, one of the UK's leading privately-
owned logistics firms, purchased a large
proportion of the previously used pallet racking
system for their warehouse distribution depot in
Bristol.  The 10-day installation was carried out
by D&R Racking using platforms from Horizon
Platforms. Needless to say, all went to plan!



HORIZON
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PARTNERSHIP



TAKE A LOOK AT OUR 
COMPREHENSIVE

RACK PACK PRODUCT GUIDE
Tackle racking installation hire head 

on with the package that includes 
forklift truck and scissor lift hire in 

one delivery – we won’t let you down.

DOWNLOAD NOW FROM
www.horizonplatforms.co.uk/rackpack


